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A big resource of NLP-based Life Coaching
strategies, processes, techniques, exercises, games,
question sets, scripts, rampages & affirmations
to help you overcome physical, mental, emotional
and spiritual challenges, Life Coaches Toolbox
is suitable for those who would like to do work
on their own, coaches, mentors, trainers and
managers who would like a ready-built Coaching
Toolkit and a go-to toolbox you can always
turn to as your next step in a crisis.

INSANITY:
DOING THE SAME THING

mental
exercises
The majority of the following exercises are
based

on

the

NLP

Big

Guns

and

Representational Systems, if you want to go
learn more about processes like these.

Fair warning, these processes are powerful! Youʼll
be surprised at how powerful.

OVER

& OVER

AGAIN

EXPECTING DIFFERENT

issues, a boyfriend that I was obsessed with and

RESULTS

So I swapped the characteristics mentally for

ALBERT EINSTEIN

When I was first studying NLP, I had two major
chocolate.

chocolate

and

lettuce,

and

make-yourself-hate-something
phone calls from my boyfriend.

I

did

process

the

on

To this day I still avoid phones, I even avoid

emails now. And I have an unnatural obsession

with lettuce, while I can go years without
chocolate.

I only ran each process once. Consider yourself
warned :)

give yourself alternative options
When youʼre trying to change a behavior, kick a habit or
stop and thinking and obsessing about something, the
thing that often actually trips you up is that you donʼt
have alternative behaviors to engage in to distract you
from engaging in the action you want to stop.
In this exercise, youʼre going to take yourself through a
relaxation exercise for your body, settle into your system and
ask it to come up with alternative behaviors for you to engage
in, instead of the behavior youʼre choosing to kick.
If youʼre not yet entirely comfortable with trusting your
intuition and inner voice, then use the questions below as a
guide to draw up a list of alternative behaviors you can
engage in when you feel drawn to act that behvior you want
to cease.
One suggestion is to carry a little flashcard with alternative

Meditate
Question beliefs
Question dogma
Distract yourself
Brainwash yourself
Investigate shoulds
Do mental processes
Change your inner voice
Affirm positive statements
Change your train of thought
Change your routine
Implement a rigid routine
Drop all your internal rules for a bit
Finish the conversations in your head

behavior suggestions, or stick up post-its with suggestions
you can see when youʼre in the spaces you inahabit most
frequently.
Visual reminders can quickly become background noise, so
put the post-it somewhere where it makes you uncomfortable
and you canʼt ignore it, or remember to change the position
and even content of the post-its every few days.
Alternately you can have a friend coach you through a
conversation around this, or you could adopt the principle
and find an alternative behavior in the moments you need
one, until it becomes habit for your body to do that for you.
This framework is also a great reference when youʼre shifting
or in emotional crisis and need a jolt to tell you what to do or
where to go next - maybe just the trigger your inutition needs
to get through your emotional fog?

spiritual
mental
emotional

Forgive
Make amends
Ask for forgiveness
Get inspired
Clear chakras
Protect yourself
Ground yourself
Meditate or pray
Ask Source for help
Go to church, temple, synagogue
Read a book or go to a meeting
Cry
Forgive
Meditate
Feel your fear
Check emotional scale
Check morphic resonance
Recent shock or trauma?
Recent major life event?
Gratitude overload
Empowering chant/mantra
Connect to heart chakra
Reassure inner child

Go dancing
Go for a walk
Go on a picnic
Do EFT tapping
Do charity work
Get a support buddy
Spend time with a friend
Get up and walk around
Do BodyTalk Cortices Tapping
Change your sleeping routine stay up later or go to bed earlier
Time based issue like time
between cigarettes? Stick a post
it note on the box and each time
you use smoke, write the next
time youʼre allowed to smoke stick to the timeline youʼve set

Sing
Karaoke
Join a choir
Start a band
Chant mantras
Use white noise
Say affirmations
Do laughter yoga
Get singing lessons
Get language lessons
Give yourself a pep talk
Listen to nature sounds
Listen to a happy playlist
Put favorite songs on repeat
Get outside and listen to nature

Cook dinner
Cut out sugar
Fast for a week
Bake something
Try a new recipe
Drink more water
Go out for dinner
Eat something healthy
Eat something different
Eat a childhood favourite
Swap coffee for herbal tea
Try something totally weird
Let someone else cook dinner

physical
vision

sound
smell

taste
touch

Watch some comedy
Look around the shops
Read an inspiring book
Wear something colorful
Soul gazing: your partner
Read a page of affirmations
Look at pretty, colorful things
Soul gazing: yourself in a mirror
Soul gazing: a really close friend
Watch a funny or feel good movie
Look at your goal photo or collage
Look at a photo collage of reasons
youʼre doing this
Look at yourself in the mirror, in the
eyes and say ʻI love youʼ

Burn incense
Make pancakes
Bake something
Brew fresh coffee
Make fresh popcorn
Cook bacon and eggs
Use aromatherapy oils
Wear your favorite scent
Find a new scent to wear
Go for an aroma massage
Put vanilla in your hot oven
Go select a new coffee blend
Have a cup of scented herbal tea

Exercise
Have sex
Go on a diet
Take a bath
Hug someone
Take a shower
Go on a holiday
Buy new clothes
Get your hair cut
Go for a massage
Look through old photos
Connect with and old friend
Turn your phone and tablet off

categories

Life Coaches Toolbox has a number of free
diagnostic tools and resources that coaches,
trainers, mentors and managers can use with
clients, or that you can use on your own.
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Affirmations
Anchoring
Belief Systems
BodyTalk Tapping
Boundary Setting
Building Trust
Chakras
Chinese Medicine
EFT Tapping
Eliminating Ego
Energy Work
Energetic Protection
Fear & Anxiety
Feeling Stuck
Fighting & Arguments
Focus & Motivation

Forgiveness
Gratitude & Appreciation
Generating Joy
Human Strategies
Inner Voice
Intuition
Keeping Your Cool
Manifestation
Mental Exercises
Physical Spaces
Relationship Rehab
Shifting Crises
Shock & Trauma
Meditations
Mudras
Writing Processes

